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LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

1 Tab the Cat Matt, jam, bath

1 Jasper the Fat Cat Jasper, sleep, eat, wake up, Katie, tuna fish 

2 Kit and Jim Jim fish, fig, dish

2 A Season of Trees fall, leaves, winter, gone, spring, budding, summer, green

3 Wag Digs pit, bin

3 Come Here, Puppy Bella, little, puppy, Rosie

4 It Is Hot too, rock

4 Making Pizza dough, sauce, cheese, mushrooms, peppers, pepperoni, yum

5 Nuts for Tuck hole, oh no, yuck

Below is a list of key vocabulary words that appear in the In Tandem texts. Knowledge Building  
and Story Words are listed next to each title. Any words listed in bold print are included in 
the glossary for that text. Some of the words are defined within the text; these may be left as 
opportunities for students to use vocabulary strategies to define during reading.

Consider introducing three to five of these or other words prior to reading using the  
following procedure: 

1. Provide a student-friendly definition.
2. Connect the word to something students already know.
3. Define how the word is used in the text.
4.  Have students turn to a partner and use the word in a sentence and/or give examples of  

the word.

When determining which words to introduce, consider students’ background knowledge, experiences, 
and oral vocabulary. 

Graphic organizers are provided to support students’ vocabulary development throughout the 
lessons. These may be used during centers or independent work time. You can download them from 
pioneervalleybooks.com/intandem-resources. 

FIRST GRADE
Vocabulary Scope and Sequence
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2 In Tandem: First Grade
Vocabulary Scope and Sequence

LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

5 We Love to Swim ducks, swimming, lake, bear, fish, ocean, beaver, swan, dolphin

6 Wake Up, Tom Tom, napping, wake

6 Fun in the Snow snow, Bella, Rosie, sweater

7 The Mess outside, oh no, pick

7 Oliver Has a Snack hungry, meow, snacks, chips, cookies, pretzels, popcorn, mess

8 A Pet for Sam pet shop, dollars

8 The Chicks Are 
Hatching

chicks, hatching, Gilbert, farmer, oink, shhh, reading, donkey, 
hee-haw, horse, neigh, baby

9 Hot Dogs for Tim hungry, cook, fire, too, oh no

9 Fabulous Frogs flower, eyes, swim, pond, climb, trees, baby, tadpole, lily pad, 
bird, hungry, look out

10 Max and the Bug hut, buzz, taking

10 A Dinosaur Snack Little Dinosaur, hungry, flower, yum, leaf, Mother, safe

11 The Wolf and the Pig den, hungry, pigpen

11 The Three Little Pigs oh no, wolf, look out, yum

12 The Big Egg lay, pen, crack

12 The Gingerbread Boy old woman, Gingerbread Boy, yum, old man, catch, cow, horse, 
river, fox

13 Shay’s Pirate Ship hut, door, pirates, shed, wheel, house, sheet, show

13 The Missing Puppy Bella, Rosie, oh no

14 The Penguin Chicks Mother, Father, eggshells, cheep, hungry, chew, chilly

14 Where Are the  
Baby Chicks? Gilbert, baby chicks, oink, barn, field

15 Thunder tail, ears, boom, hear, under, Thora, outside, hide, kissed, 
thumped

15 Georgie Giraffe,  
the Detective detective, find, Monkey, ball, oh no, Baby Stegosaurus, blanket 
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3 In Tandem: First Grade
Vocabulary Scope and Sequence

LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

16 Chimps shy, monkey, tails, thumb, chew, mother, lies

16 Big Trucks wheels, road, fire truck, firefighters, ice cream truck, dirt,  
mail truck, moving van, new house 

17 A Moth for Seth inchworm, jar, butterfly, leaves, mesh, ate, upside down

17 Jack and the  
Bean Stalk magic, mother, threw, window, grew, bean stalk, gold, giant

18 Baby Lamb Is Lost hungry, chewed, peach, cheep, baaa, Mother Sheep, hush

18 Giraffes giraffe, tall, legs, feet long, neck, hungry, eating, leaves, tree, 
spots, horns, baby, calf

19 The Skunk blue, sky, skirt, way, home

19 Lost in the Woods walk, Bella, Rosie, woods, lost, hungry, oh dear, road, home, 
staying

20 Snip-Snap lily pad, hungry, snack, ate, snail, snake

20 The Monarch Butterfly orange, insect, wings, lays eggs, leaf, hatches, caterpillar, hard, 
grow 

21 A Home for a Crab crow, ahhh, crane, boo-hoo, cried, cry

21 Hermit Crabs hermit crab, lives, shell, too, home, cookie, eating, little, pets

22 The Class Trip beach, cliff, game, clue, claw, bird, climbed

22 Shooting Hoops Carlos, outside, game, baseball, rats, football, basketball, 
hooray, hoop, shoot, crate, oh no, mice

23 Quack and the Chicks Mother Hen, barn, hungry, hatch, cluck, peck

23 Spaceboy Finds  
a Friend

goodbye, Spaceboy, Earth, friend, spaceship, white, hello, 
Earthboy, snowman, boy 

24 Rusty Plays Ping-Pong house, doorbell, time, please, three, idea, team, bang

24 The Space Fort Galaxy Girl, fort, idea, Spaceboy, worked, Spacedog, Spacecat 

25 A Trunk in the Road Father, Pinky, school, tree, car, home, junky, road, saw, moved, 
side, along

25 Little Dinosaur,  
the Hero

Baby Skunk, river, boat, oh no, Monkey, Little Dinosaur,  
Mother Skunk, oh dear, shouted, thank you, hero
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26 A Yummy Plant eat, hole, behind, grass, find, wind, blow, blew

26 Swimming in the City Carlos, street, pool, fire hydrant, water, floated, wow, houses, 
toy store, ice cream store, cool

27 The Pest Billy, brother, shouted, cried, pizza, outside, climbed, cry

27 Pickles Helps Out Danny, Amy, cake, Pickles, woof, busy, laundry, climbed, basket, 
dirty, car, boy, crying, matter, followed 

28 Camping with 
Gramps plump, berries, gasped, shoo, sleep, morning, woke, cried

28 Quack Goes Camping Mother Duck, read, brother, sisters, someday, lake, catch,  
roast marshmallows, Father Duck, Grandpa Duck 

29 A Rafting Trip Tiger, idea, river, along, Baby Turtle, swift, maybe, drift, water

29 A Tower of Pillows Rosie, couch, climb, Daisy, idea, pillow, another 

30 A Grand Plan yummy, fond, idea, island, goodbye, around, bend

30 Quack’s Red Boots wore, rainy, sunny, school, dinner, night, wear, sister, please, 
better, brother, gone, found

31 A Birthday Cake batter, scrape, shook

31 A Mouse in the House mouse, Jasper, catch, kitchen, yawned, sleep, tomorrow, Katie, 
room, tuna fish

32 A Fine Place to Hide mouse, hide-and-seek, brown, idea, leaves, climbed

32 All about Cars people, work, gas, battery, race car, Model T, seat belt, air bag

33 Some Fun afternoon, park, Milly Mule, bathing suit, lazy, chute, 
climbed, afraid

33 The Fishing Adventure Little Penguin, Baby Seal, sea, worm, hook, oh dear,  
Mrs. Polar Bear, trouble, Grandpa Walrus

34 Smoke! Micky, sleeping, head, breakfast, river, cried, sprayed, busy

34 Making Maple Syrup maple tree, syrup, tap, sap, drill, boil away

35 A Bike for Little Knight Knight, birthday, present, horses, afraid, slope

35 Rosie Feels Sick Rosie, pillow, toy elephant, feel better, vet, tick, medicine 
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36 Izzy the Inchworm hungry, tree, buds, finch

36 Puppy Trouble Rosie, couch, bear, chewing, mess, clean, trouble, Bella, pool

37 The Green Jeep Anthony, Rusty, jeep, anymore, weeding

37 Sleep Tight, Spaceboy Spaceboy, goodnight, sleep tight, lonely, Spacedog, thirsty, 
story

38 Peach Has an 
Adventure farm, tail, whole, world, barnyard, fence, field, mouse, turn

38 The Seashell Bella, Rosie, Jack, Daisy, seashells, towels

39 Sunny the Seal hungry, pleaded, scraps, spotted, heap, seaweed

39 Pencils for Tidbit  
and Morsel

Tidbit, pencil, mother, write, Morsel, father, tomorrow, brother, 
tired, chipmunk, show, wrote, sharpen

40 A Lion’s Tail Lenny, animals, trail, daisies, grain

40 Spiders insects, eight, parts, silk, web, prey, wraps, egg sac, hatch, 
dangerous, hurt, black widow

41 The Boat Ride Knight, mouse, sword, slay, seasick, mayday, hooray, flew

41 How to Give Your Dog 
a Bath

dirty, stinky, towel, shampoo, sponge, dog treat, fur, rinse, 
blow dryer

42 Brave and  
Brainy Daisy brainy, Daisy, swayed, trail, plank, sprain

42 A Cape for Daisy Super Dog, wear, shook his head, faster, borrow, hooray

43 Clarence Goes  
to School Clarence, dragon, house, drooped, principal, greeting

43 The Shoemaker and 
the Elves

shoemaker, shoe shop, poor, leather, pair, money, midnight, 
elves, worked

44 The Redwood Forest redwood, giant, shouted, pitched, bridge, flew, claws, heron, 
rookery

44 Gilbert the Pig Has  
an Adventure farmer, driveway, oink, yard, hissed, playground, lazy

45 Mylo Moose’s  
Loose Tooth Mylo, wiggled, gloomy, drooped, hurt
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45 Adventure in the 
Purple Forest

Spacedog, park, Spaceboy, scooter, zoomed, shortcut,  
Space Monster, bang, ground, wiggled, antennae, peeked, 
water bottle 

46 The Toad window, croaked, cocoa, boasted

46 Where Does Your Pizza 
Come From?

pizza maker, ingredients, kneads, flour, wheat, farmers, sauce, 
tomatoes, shreds, onions, peppers, restaurant

47 Lessons from a Crow bowling, bowler, alley, gutter, vacation, cornfield, wrong, 
practice

47 Space Fairy Galaxy Girl, Spaceboy, tonight, Space Fairy, goodnight, money, 
flashlight, Spacecat, yawned

48 Frogs and Toads bubble, air sac, sound, croak

48 Fantastic Fish world, fins, scales, dangerous, whiskers, ocean, puffer fish, 
sailfish, electric eel, shocks, enemies, salmon, upstream

49 The List Princess, porch, barked, Oliver Otter, Peggy, pencil, ideas, 
snorted, Tina Turtle, worms, snickered, army guys

49 Space Monster’s 
Birthday Party

Spaceboy, Space Monster, birthday, Saturday, invited, present, 
Galaxy Girl, worried, ick, scooters, polite 

50 The Bluebird bird feeder, idea, vet, birdbath

50 Little Red Riding Hood 
and the Wolf

once upon a time, grandmother, ill, strangers, shortcut, 
nightgown, woodcutter

51 Corny Jokes corny, dinosaur, snore, hee hee, snorted, sense of humor

51 Dinosaurs and Fossils earth, elephant, reptiles, hatched, spikes, prey, volcano, 
weather, fossils

52 Bunny and the Lion lurk, nibbling, scurry, mouse, slurp, heard

52 Math Tricks berries, chipmunks, clever, tricked, acorns, share

53 Homer Goes to 
Summer Camp

video games, fresh air, sternly, nervous, bear, owl, perked up, 
muttered, mountain

53 The Ugly Duckling hatching, ducklings, ugly, swans

54 Joey and the Fox kangaroo, pouch, tiny, berries, juicy, spying, sly

54 Going to School Bella, Rosie, children, worried, excited, scared, friendly, gentle, 
cafeteria, recess
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55 All about Sharks ocean, torpedo, chew, coral reefs, people, species, endangered, 
threat

55 In the Ocean
Earth, seas, oceans, evaporates (this is in a caption), tides 
(this is in a caption also), jellyfish, tentacles, prey, predators, 
sea turtles, coral reefs

56 The Pig Rescue straw, waddled, strange, sound, squealing, squatted, climbed, 
breath, squinting, straightened, squashed

56 The Thunderstorm boom, Rosie, noise, thunder, Bella, shiver, crash, crawled, 
lightning, slashed, thunderstorm, zapped 

57 All about Shrimp casing, oceans, barely, shed, habitat, perches, leftovers, loudest, 
prey, creatures, shrivel

57 Robots machine, mistakes, fewer, dangerous, build, control, operation, 
emotions

58 The Barred Owl uncrowded, wooded swamps, hawks, roost, prowling, perches, 
prey, claws, owlets, downy

58 Firefighters dangerous, firefighters, fire engines, equipment, building, 
lookout towers, helicopter, prevent, matches

59 Who Is Super Sam? discover, slurped, doubtful, piece, rescue, fountain, yikes, bound, 
trouble

59 Daisy’s Airplane Trip suitcase, trip, Bella, airplane, Rosie, dog sitter, shivered, 
crawled, goodbye, airport, allowed, woof, peeked, wheee

60 My Nephew Drew nephew, suitcase, brewed, firmly, blotches, phew

60 Trouble for Jasper bird feeder, squawk, feather, scattered, crept, neighbor’s yard, 
whimpered, tease

61 The Mermaid Statue Maria, cruel, gruesome, pedestal, fountain

61 Daisy to the Rescue chipmunk, complained, worried, searching, flashlights, posters, 
neighborhood, boards

62 The Fawn and  
the Hawk dawn, blades, flutter, tawny, breakfast, scarecrow, hooray

62 A World of Squirrels country, city, caterpillars, weather, rodents, gnaw, climbers, 
scamper, hollows, burrows, glide, kits, blind

63 Uncle Saul autumn, paunch, uncle, magician, magic, haul, faucet,  
china saucer, overheard, fraud, bauble

63 Quack the Brave Duck ducklings, huddled, quivered, edge, piece, Waddle, frighten, 
beaver dam, scary, nervous, firmly
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64 The Plowboy field, prince, royal coach, annoyed, curious, fancy, voyage, 
showered, castle

64 Keeping Watch protect, intruders, yard, chipmunks, rumble, delivery man, 
suspiciously, rustling, shivered

65 Poison Ivy avoid, cause, notched, spoil, lukewarm, ointments, eyes

65 All about Soccer team sport, score, goal, goalie, foul, header

66 Ozoy and the Asteroid authorized, spaceship, launchpad, voyage, cargo, Whaul, 
autopilot, asteroid, damage, mishap

66 The Princess and  
the Pea

once upon a time, marry, traveled, castle, lightning, shelter, 
doubts, prepare, feather quilt, poorly, lumpy, black-and-blue


